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lt.2012.10Abstract Most studies on cross-linguistic inﬂuence have so far focused on the effect of the ﬁrst lan-
guage on the second or foreign language for pedagogical purposes. However, cross-linguistic inﬂu-
ence is bidirectional, also allowing for ‘reverse’ transfer. This article sheds light on the inﬂuence of
English on modern standard Arabic (MSA). It discusses the most common linguistic manifestations
of this reverse interlingual transfer together with some of the possible consequences. Data were col-
lected from books, articles, manuals, reports and recommendations. Adopting a descriptive linguis-
tic approach, the paper lists some of the manifestations of this reverse transfer such as
transliteration, substitution, re-ordering, overproduction, omission, poor translation, calquing, bor-
rowing, and code mixing. It also enumerates some of the detrimental effects of reverse cross-linguis-
tic transfer from EFL to MSA: linguistic invasion, ‘foreignness’, alienation of the audience and the
speaker/writer, incomprehensibility, misunderstanding, and exposing readers to poor and incorrect
MSA. The paper concludes with a recommendation for further studies to give more insight into the
negative effects of this reverse transfer, to investigate the other factors leading to the deterioration
of the standard of MSA, and to propose some solutions. Further studies are needed to investigate
this and other factors and propose practical solutions to the problem.
ª 2013 King Saud University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
When a person is a bilingual, trilingual or multilingual, it is
possible to postulate three possibilities regarding the relation-
ship between these languages: they are either kept as separate
systems, integrated as one system, or kept separate but inﬂu-
ence and interact with each other (see also Cook, 2003). SinceSaud University.
g by Elsevier
. Production and hosting by Elsev
.001the two extremes of complete separation and complete integra-
tion are not possible, the third possibility where the two sepa-
rate systems interact and affect each other is plausible and in
line with the reality. A wealth of research in the ﬁeld of lan-
guage learning and teaching is directed toward the effect of
the two or more languages on each other (e.g. Cook, 2003;
Grosjean, 2001; Mahmoud, 2005; Ringbom, 2007).
2. Literature Review
Most of the studies in the area of cross-linguistic inﬂuence (i.e.
interlingual transfer) have so far focused on the effect of the
ﬁrst language on the second or foreign language for pedagog-
ical purposes (see e.g. Mahmoud, 2005 for more information).ier B.V. All rights reserved.
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learning of a language other than the ﬁrst language, there is
no worry about the inﬂuence of that other language on the
ﬁrst. Hence, this reverse inﬂuence – whether positive or nega-
tive – has not been given much attention (see also Laufer,
2003; Pavlenko and Jarvis, 2002). The term ‘language transfer’
would always mean the effect of the ﬁrst language on the other
and teachers and language teaching and learning experts have
always been interested in the negative effects of such transfer,
traditionally called ‘ﬁrst language interference’.
When there are two or more languages in the mind, there is a
possibility of interlingual transfer, which entails any kind of ef-
fect at any linguistic level in either direction between the lan-
guages involved. Thus, this cross-linguistic inﬂuence is
bidirectional, allowing for what Cook (2003) refers to as ‘re-
verse’ or ‘backward’ transfer. Weinreich’s (1953, p. 1) deﬁnition
of bidirectional inﬂuence implies that the concept is not new:
‘‘instances of deviation from the norms of either language in
the speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with more
than one language.’’ However, it is only in the 1980s that
researchers began to investigate this phenomenon of reverse
transfer, ( Major, 1992; Waas, 1996; Pavlenko, 2000). The
purpose of this article is to shed some light on the inﬂuence
of English as a foreign language (EFL) on modern standard
Arabic (MSA) from a purely linguistic perspective. We intend
to discuss the most common linguistic manifestations of
this reverse interlingual transfer together with some of its
ramiﬁcations.
The situation in the Arab world is one of diglossia, where
MSA is the high variety of Arabic and non-standard Arabic
(NSA) is the low one used in everyday communication (for
more information see Holmes, 2001). MSA is learned in a for-
mal classroom context whereas NSA is the ﬁrst language that
an Arab child acquires. MSA is used in formal oral and written
communication whereas NSA is conﬁned to everyday commu-
nication. In view of the existence of three linguistic systems in
the mind of an educated Arab, we can speak of tri-directional
cross-linguistic inﬂuence, where each of the three systems
(MSA, NSA and English) may inﬂuence the other two. Thus,
MSA may exhibit signs of interlingual transfer from both NSA
and English. The inﬂuence of English on MSA could be direct
(i.e. from English to MSA) or indirect (i.e. from English to
NSA, then to MSA). The inﬂuence of both MSA and NSA
on English has been investigated by Mahmoud (2000).
An important factor that determines the magnitude of
cross-linguistic inﬂuence is the speaker’s level of proﬁciency
in the languages involved. Research on communication strate-
gies (e.g. Oxford and Crookall, 1989; Si-Qing, 1990) shows
that, by way of compensation, speakers tend to transfer from
the languages they master to the languages in which they are
less proﬁcient. Those who are proﬁcient in MSA do not rely
on NSA or English as a compensatory strategy either because
they do not need it or, in case of English, because they do not
know it. Nevertheless, MSA exhibits traces of transfer from
NSA and/or English but for completely different reasons such
as code switching for social and literary purposes. Thus, from
a psycholinguistic perspective, MSA may be inﬂuenced by
both NSA and English.
The deterioration of the standard of MSA in the Arab
world has become the concern of teachers, Arabic specialists,
Arab language academies, parents and anyone who sees its
importance as an ofﬁcial and national language. A group ofArabic professors from Sultan Qaboos University (SQU) and
inspectors from the Ministry of Education in Oman discussed
the problem of MSA in Al-Masar (2004), a bulletin published
at SQU. Although the bulletin was titled ‘‘MSA is in Danger’’,
the Arabic experts were divided. Some believed that MSA is at
a crisis point. Some others thought that such a belief in itself
could pose a threat to the language and it is a psychological
war waged against it. Yet others maintained that it is not a
problem of crisis or threat; it is a process of natural change
in keeping with the social and cultural change and the techno-
logical development that society is witnessing. These Arabic
specialists enumerated some of the factors leading to the ‘crisis’
or ‘change’ of MSA. Following is a summary of these factors:
1. Culture
a. Embracing the culture of the native speakers of
English
b. Viewing knowledge of English as an indication of
modernity
2. Media
a. Extensive use of NSA on television and radio
b. Exposing the audience to errors in MSA
c. The spread of English media: satellite channels,
Internet, CDs, etc.
3. Education
a. Traditional methods of teaching MSA
b. Using NSA in teaching school subjects, even in
teaching MSA
c. School environment is not conducive to learning
MSA (e.g. no activities in MSA)4. Beliefs
a. MSA is difﬁcult to learn (i.e. complicated rules)
b. MSA experts do not know Science and scientists do
not know MSA
c. MSA cannot keep pace with technological
developments
d. MSA is mainly for comprehension, not for produc-
tion
5. English
a. Teaching English at an early stage
b. The spread of English-medium schools
c. Better job opportunities in case of competence in
English
d. Preference for English in teaching and research in
science and technology
e. English is the language of international trade and
communication.
The MSA specialists who participated in the above men-
tioned forum came up with different reasons for the plight of
MSA, but all nine of them agreed on the inﬂuence of English
as an important factor. Warschaur, El-Said and Zohry (2000)
have two more factors: (1) the wide-spread illiteracy in many
Arab countries and (2) the advent of the Internet. However,
the Internet may militate against the domination of English
due to the use of many other languages in many websites. The
Internet can also have an adverse effect on the form and style
of English through the language used in emails, chat-rooms
and strange abbreviations and through all kinds of errors herein
committed. We can add one more factor: MSA writers do not
use vocalization marks, which often leads to comprehension
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news reader pronounced the word ( ) (masdar = source)
with gemination (doubling = ), (musaddir = exporter), in
the sentence: (= Suez
canal is the main source of income in Egypt) thus changing the
meaning of theword from ‘‘source’’ to ‘‘importer’’. In the follow-
ing sections, we will discuss and exemplify some of the manifes-
tations of reverse interlingual transfer from English to MSA
together with some of the ramiﬁcations of this process.
As in the case of transfer from the ﬁrst language (Arabic) to
the foreign language (English), the effect could be either posi-
tive, negative or neutral (see also Cook, 2003). According to
Kecskes and Papp (2003), if the speaker is competent in the
foreign language (FL), the effect of transfer will be positive.
They believe that competence in the FL results in conceptual,
pragmatic and skill transfer rather than linguistic transfer.
They maintain that proﬁcient FL users rely on a ‘common
underlying conceptual base’ (CUCB), that is, the speaker con-
nects the FL forms to the appropriate concepts in the CUCB.
In case of less proﬁcient FL users, the FL forms are linked to
the underlying conceptual base through the ﬁrst language,
hence, the effect of transfer from the FL could be negative in
the form of grammatical and lexical errors.
As Cook (2003) and Pavlenko and Jarvis (2002) say, the FL
users’ knowledge of their ﬁrst language differs from that of the
monolingual users. In case of Arabic, the MSA of those who
know English does not sound fully native to the monolingual
users of this variety of Arabic. Monolingual users of MSA
can detect some ‘strangeness’ in the MSA of those who know
English. ‘Strangeness’ does not necessarily mean that they
commit errors; it simply means it is another variety of MSA.
This could be the reason why some Arabic specialists believe
that MSA is not in any danger, rather it is going through
the normal sociolinguistic process of language change. As
Altwaijri (2004, n.p) says ‘‘like any living being, language is
subject to contingencies and prone to vicissitudes of time
caused by developments, changes and novelties.’’ Such change
is inevitable since we are talking about ‘modern’ Arabic
(MSA), not classical Arabic (e.g. the Arabic of the Quran)
which is used only for comprehension. When a language is
used for both comprehension and production, it becomes sub-
ject to the laws of development and evolution in keeping with
the social, cultural and technological changes. Historically, the
inﬂuence of the Western languages and culture on MSA was
conﬁned to paragraphing and punctuation, two features which
do not exist in the Quran (see also Kharma, 1985).
MSA exhibits linguistic features that render it exotic and
this exoticism ranges from formally different but comprehensi-
ble expressions to cases of loan translation, borrowing and
code mixing. Some of the processes involved in this cross-
linguistic transfer from English are related more to NSA than
they are to MSA, especially partial Arabicization (i.e. a kind of
adaptation where the speaker makes an English word sound
Arabic by means of phonetic or morphological modiﬁcation)
and derivation (i.e. creation of Arabic words from English
ones). Examples of partial Arabicization are
(imaylaat = emails),
(masijaat = messages)
(miskolaat = missed calls)
(mobaylaat = mobiles).
Examples of derivation are verbs such as(fannash – ﬁnish = ﬁred)
(kansal – cancel)
(massaj – message = sent a message).3. Data collection and analysis
The data for this study were collected from various sources
including recommendation letters, resumes, technical reports,
reference books, novels, operation and repair manuals, journal
and magazine articles, research questionnaires, locally de-
signed English language teaching materials, and television pro-
grams. The manifestations of the inﬂuence of English on MSA
are observed in free writing in MSA as well as in translation
from English to MSA. Indeed, translation might invite more
interlingual transfer than does free writing when (1) MSA
users believe that their translation should closely reﬂect the
vocabulary, style and structure of English, and (2) when the
translator is not proﬁcient in MSA. Thus, translation appears
to be in a circular cause-and-effect relationship with the decline
of the standard of MSA. In the following discussion of the
manifestations of the inﬂuence of English on MSA, we opted
to withhold documentation of the sources of the MSA exam-
ples which exhibit errors for ethical purposes.
3.1. Substitution
When Arabic-speaking learners of English rely on their ﬁrst
language, their English exhibits signs of transfer in the form
of re-ordering, substitution, addition, omission, avoidance,
and over-production. Similarly, reverse interlingual transfer
from English to MSA manifests itself in the production of
some linguistic forms and structures that clearly reﬂect the
structural features of English. For instance, many Arab biling-
uals use the comma instead of the connector ‘‘and’’ when list-
ing nouns, verbs, adverbs or adjectives in MSA as in the
following examples from a recommendation letter:
faqad nashara uddat maqalaat, allaf kitabain, ashrafa ala
uddat buhooth wa aqad mutamaraat
He has published several articles, wrote two books, super-
vised many studies and held conferences
wa tuad alinjiliziya, alfaransiya, alalmaniya min allughat ala-
alamiya alyom
English, French, German are international languages today
faqad kana nashitan, muthabiran, masoulan, mutafaniyan ﬁ
ada wajibatihi
He was active, diligent, responsible in performing his duties
It is interesting to note that due to the excessive use of
( = and) as a co-ordinating devise in Arabic, some
researchers (e.g. Yorkey, 1974:17) talk about the ‘‘wa wa’’
method of writing. As we can see from the examples above,
38 A. Mahmoudthere is now a tendency to replace this connector ( ) with a
comma by bilinguals due to the inﬂuence of English.
3.2. Re-ordering
Another MSA structure that is frequently inﬂuenced by transfer
fromEnglish is the distribution of a list ofmodiﬁers, prepositions
or verbs in relation to the nounwithwhich they are used. InMSA,
if there are two ormoremodiﬁers, the ﬁrst one should precede the
noun and the others should follow the noun with a pronominal
copy sufﬁxed to each of the post-modiﬁers, verbs, or prepositions
as in the following examples observed in some technical reports:
mashariq alard wa magharibiha
(the four coners of the world)
bawatin alumoori was dhawahiriha
Ins and outs of . . .
yutliq hathihi alaqaaweel wa yurawwijuha
He spreads such rumours
English, however, allows the two or more modiﬁers or
verbs to precede the noun, a feature which is often transferred
to MSA by Arab bilinguals as in:
qawaneen wa nuthum almuassasa (= rules and regulations
of the institution)
mahasin wa masawi attalaq (=the pros and cons of divorce)
wadha’ wa naffatha alkhuttata binafsihi (= He set and
executed the plan by himself)
dakhil wa kharij addawla (= in and outside the country)
abnaawabanaat alqaryah (=themenandwomenof the village)
makan wa zaman alijtimaa’ (= the place and time of the
meeting)
min wa ila almadrasa (= to and from the school)
La yahum in rabih aw khasir almashroo’ (= It does not
matter if the project proﬁts or loses)
binafs tool wa ard almazra’h (the same length and breadth
of the farm).3.3. Over-production
A third feature is over-production, where bilingual MSA users
produce a particular form or structure more frequently than their
monolingual counterparts do due to the inﬂuence of English. A
case in point is the production of nominal sentences instead of
verbal ones which are in line with the most common type of sen-
tence in MSA. It is worth mentioning in this connection that the
most common sentence type in bothNSA and English is the Sub-
ject + Verb structure whereas in MSA it is the Verb + Subject
structure. The following examples were collected from randomly
selected pages of a randomly chosen textbook of education
written by a bilingual university professor, (Issan, 1994).
inaa usus attasneef tunadhim alahdaaf
(the bases of classiﬁcation regulate the aims)
inaa falsafat attarbiya wa atta’leem tuhaddid ittijah
alamaliyya attarbawiya
(the philosophy of education speciﬁes the approach of the
educational process)
inna attarbiya tas’a ila tahreer tagaat alfard min aljahl
(education strives to liberate the individual from ignorance)
inna ihyaa atturath alarabi alislami yatatallab iktishaaf
almawahib
(the revival of Arab Islamic heritage requires discovery of
talents)
inna sahr alﬁaat almukhtalifa min aham almabaadi
(fusion of various groups is one of the main principles).
Aswe see in these examples, beginning anMSAsentencewith
a noun results in the excessive andunnecessary use of the empha-
tic particle ( ). The frequent use of Subject + Verb is not only
exotic, but it is also not economical. A monolingual MSA user
would begin all such sentences with a verb as follows:
tunadhim usus attasneef alahdaaf
tuhaddid attarbiya wa atta’leem ittijah al’maliya
attarbawiya
tas’a attarbiya ila tahreer alfard min aljahl
yatatallab ihya atturath alarabi alislaami iktishaf
almawaahib
Yu’tabar sahr alﬁaat almukhtalifa min aham
almabadiyOmission.
Inﬂuenced by English, bilingual MSA writers and transla-
tors may omit certain linguistic elements, especially sentence
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salient features of written MSA. The following short text
translated from English exempliﬁes the non-use of such con-
nectors.
[dots added to indicate missing connectors]
Source Text:
This might seem impossible but soon everyone will be able
to do it. The wireless will be available everywhere. This phone,
which is connected to the satellites, will take us a big leap for-
ward. To say the least, the phone has developed dramatically.
In the past it was a slow device with wires and a big disk. Now,
however, it consists of a small metal plate.
It is interesting to note that the inﬂuence of MSA results in
the over-production of the connector ‘‘and’’ in English,
whereas the inﬂuence of English leads to the omission of the
( ) in MSA.
3.4. Poor translation
The following are examples of poorly or incorrectly translated
texts. Example [3] below shows that translation is sometimes
done by low-proﬁciency non-native speakers of Arabic. Exam-
ple [4] shows that in addition to translated texts, we encounter
poor Arabic in many of the so-called ‘teach-yourself’ books,
which are locally or regionally designed, commercial self-study
books intended to teach English, Arabic or any other language
to non-native speakers. Some of the titles of such books are:
Teach Yourself German, Learn English Quickly, Arabic With-
out a Teacher, and Learn English in One Week.
[I] Items from questionnaires:
- In the following table you have four reasons for learning
English. Please rank order them from 1 to 4 according to
their importance to you.- If you are now employed outside of education, how many
years did you hold an education position?
- How easy would it be for you to ﬁnd a position with
another employer with approximately the same income
and beneﬁts you now have?
- Overall, how satisﬁed are you with the progress you have
made in your professional career?- If a friend of yours tells you that s/he is interested in work-
ing in a job like yours, how positive would you be in recom-
mending that?[2] From an article titled ‘‘Information Age’’
Source text:
Shop for new shoes. Buy groceries. Stop at the library and
look up a newspaper article for work. Pick up this week’s People
magazine at a newsstand. Go to a video store and rent a movie
for tonight. See the travel agent about plane tickets to Denver.
Stop by the box ofﬁce and pick up tickets for the baseball game.
Call Mom. If your daily ‘‘List of Things to Do’’ makes your
head spin, then you’ll be happy to know that relief is in sight.
In the near future, time will be on your side when the ‘informa-
tion highway’ runs directly through your home and makes run-
ning errands almost obsolete.
Translation:
[3] From a car service manual:
Source text
You have made a valuable choice and in order to get maximum
satisfaction and service from your purchase, we sincerely advise
that you strictly follow the maintenance schedule recommended.
The maintenance schedule handbook is placed in the glove com-
partment. Please ensure that you bring the book on each service
visit and get it stamped regularly as otherwise you may forfeit
the warranty especially when you travel outside the country.
Translation:
[4] From a bilingual EFL teaching book
In one of the locally designed books, an anonymous author,
like many others, adopts the bilingual method of teaching Eng-
lish by explaining its rules in MSA and giving the MSA equiv-
alents of the words and sentences. Errors in MSA are
committed not only in translation but also in the free written
preface to the book. The following examples are in order:
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[Our corrections]:(akfaa or akﬁya) (no doubling)
(satatba’uhu) (the letter ‘‘y’’ should be ‘‘t’’)
(ifaadat or tahqeeq
alfaaida) (for the beneﬁt of the reader)
Examples of MSA equivalents from the same book:
- How much does a one-way ticket cost?
- I’d like to eat fried chicken with salad.
- There is nothing serious with you.
- I am glad to hear you.
- These books are ours.
- What, When, Who, Why, ...
- How much water is there in the tank?
- How much milk is there in the bottle?
3.5. Calquing
Another linguistic process that makes Arab bilinguals’ MSA
sound strange or ‘foreign’ and sometimes incomprehensible
to the monolingual users is loan translation know as calquing.
It involves borrowing and translation and results in the forma-
tion of new expressions which take time to be integrated into
MSA. Arabic mass media derive some of their material from
foreign sources, which inﬂuences the style, structure and
vocabulary of MSA. Some calques have now become a part
of MSA but as long as Arabic remains a receptive language,
new words and expressions will be coined from English.
Examples of old calques in MSA:
(He gave me the green light)
(shed light on)
(the ball in their court)
(poke his nose into)
(redeployment)
Examples of new calques:
(normalization)
(not later than) 9/25
(not only . . . but . . .)
(friendly ﬁre)
(show cabinet)
(the hot seat)
(the moment of truth)
(behind closed doors)
(under the umbrella of ..)
(devil’s advocate)
(the best money can buy)3.6. Borrowing
The term ‘borrowing’ is used here in the narrow sense of taking
words and expressions from another language as they are or
after adapting them to the system of the receptive language.
Borrowing is a natural linguistic phenomenon whereby lan-
guages ﬁll in lexical and semantic gaps and enrich their vocab-
ulary (Holmes, 2001). Here we are concerned with the
unjustiﬁable borrowing of names from English such as those
of commodities, shops, supermarkets, and companies. More
precisely, we focus on the English words and expressions to
which Arabic speakers are continually and inevitably exposed
while watching television in the comfort of their living-rooms:
the names of some television channels and programs. The fol-
lowing are but a few examples:
Names of Channels:
BNTV – Citruss – Dream – Fashion – Flash – Future – Gear
One – Creative – Harmony –Hi – Inﬁnity – LBC – Life
– Live – MBC – Melody – Motor – Music – OK – Orient –
OTV – Poet – Scope – Seven Stars – Smile – Sports – Star
Academy – Strike – Team – Teleban – 4Fun.
Names of Programs:
Deal or No Deal – Goal Show – Design – Tekk Room – U
Turn – Stylish – Transit – Ton of Cash – Super Duo – Lamba
Show - Bani Adan show – Arab’s Got Talent.
3.7. Code mixing
Bilinguals insert foreign language words and phrases when
using the ﬁrst language for a multitude of reasons (see e.g.
Holmes, 2001 for a list of these reasons). As far as Arabic is
concerned, insertion of English words is more frequent in
NSA than it is in MSA. With regard to MSA, I noticed three
cases where Arabic speakers used English words and phrases.
The ﬁrst was that of a college professor who was supposed to
teach Arabic linguistics in MSA. He would always switch to
English claiming that it was easier for him and more appropri-
ate to express certain concepts. His use of English was not con-
ﬁned to borrowed terms such as phoneme, morpheme,
allophone, paradigmatic, sytangmatic; he would also explain
and deﬁne such terms in English. Almost half of his speech
in class was in English. The second case was that of a politician
who was interviewed on one of the Arabic television channels.
He was competent in both MSA and English. Therefore, he
punctuated his ﬂuent MSA with many English words and
expressions of which we could record the following:
The third world – United Nations Charter – over-population –
upper and lower class – too little, too late – transitional phase – a
failed state – globalization – secularism
He used the following phrases followed by their MSA
equivalents:
the silent majority – national assembly
– sectarianism – developing
countries – no man’s land
Writers mix registers or dialects in literary works for the
sake of authenticity and realism. However, this intralingual
mixing is now being coupled with interlingual mixing. Al-Sanie
(2006), for example, uses both NSA and English in her novel
written in MSA. The novel exhibits three types of cross-linguis-
tic mixing:
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(Translation of the Arabic parts in bold font)
You know I can’t smile without you
If you press the heart, you hear Barry Manlo’s song You
know I can’t smile without you in a somewhat funny voice.
What more could I’ve done or said
The doctor appeared conservative and couldn’t answer the sad
question What more could I’ve done or said
[2] Transliterated English: (The transliterated words are in
bold font in the translation)
I apologize for the unintended delay of this email; it was
due to medical circumstances. That is why you did not receive
my email today after getting used to my emails that relieve the
misery of this day.
To expose a beautiful body wrapped in a pair of jeans and a
T-shirt and an innocent face with cheeks red with blusher and a
little mascara, and a touch of top gloss for the lips.
There is the secure category. The second category is the
over-conﬁdent and it includes . . . The two categories are less
common than the third category which is the insecure.
[3] MSA explained by transliterated English
The members of this category usually suffer from some
problem that weakens their self-conﬁdence or self-esteem.
She put the photo in the scanner and in seconds the image
appeared on the computer screen.
In one of the cafes that is scattered everywhere.
He gave her the laptop he promised her.4. Discussion
It is axiomatic that reverse cross-linguistic transfer has both
positive and negative effects. Unlike the negative effects, the
positive effects may not be discernible. Correct production of
forms and structures in MSA could be attributed to direct
acquisition through exposure or to a positive transfer from an-
other language. No doubt, knowing one or more additional
languages beneﬁts the user of the ﬁrst language. Kecskes and
Papp (2000) state that Hungarians who know English produce
more complex sentences in their ﬁrst language than do their
monolingual counterparts. Bialystok (2001) says that the users
of a second language have more precocious metalinguistic
knowledge than do monolinguals.
Borrowing is a legitimate linguistic process whereby lan-
guages ﬁll in gaps in their lexicon and keep pace with develop-
ments in all spheres of life. In this respect, MSA beneﬁts from
English as much as English beneﬁts from it. Loan words are
commonplace in all languages. Backward transfer could be
seen as a communication strategy used to make up for the lack
of the requisite forms and expressions in MSA. In this case,
English acts as a savior rather than a threat to MSA. MSA
users fall back on their English to help them with their ailing
language. However, this reliance on English may result in er-
rors, exoticism, unnecessary borrowing or code mixing. Thus,
English becomes a factor contributing to the decline of MSA.
As we said earlier, there is a circular relationship between the
decline of MSA and transfer from English, where English can
be both a cause and a result of the decline that MSA is witness-
ing nowadays.
If the inﬂuence of English was conﬁned to exoticism, calqu-
ing and borrowing, it could have been viewed as a matter of
evolution and natural language change. It is the numerous lan-
guage errors, code switching and unjustiﬁable borrowing that
render the effect of reverse transfer detrimental. Due to the dif-
ferences between MSA and English, reverse interlingual trans-
fer results in substitution, re-ordering, omission and over-
production of linguistic elements. These manifestations,
among others, lead to exoticism or ‘foreignness’ in the MSA
of bilinguals. Calques also result in ‘strange’ expressions in
MSA. However, unlike the former four manifestations, cal-
ques might render MSA incomprehensible or they could be
misunderstood by monolingual MSA users. Some MSA enthu-
siasts view calquing as a polluting factor while others see it as
an enriching agent. Whatever be the argument for or against
calquing, the new expressions created by this process of loan
translation usually take time to be incorporated into the
receiving language. Meanwhile, some of them will be
incomprehensible to monolingual MSA users and others will
be misunderstood. Another problem with calques is that any
bilingual can translate any English expression, most
probably, on the assumption that MSA users will not have
difﬁculty understanding them. As long as new phrases and
expressions are being coined in English, calques will
continue to invade MSA leading to incomprehensibility and
misunderstanding.
Translation is a double edged sword; it can either ‘teach’
good MSA or act as an agent of its deterioration. Unfortu-
nately, there are as many badly translated texts as there are
well translated ones. Translation may invite more interlingual
transfer than free writing. Hence, its negative effect is seen not
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weak and incorrect rendering as demonstrated earlier. The
danger of such poorly or incorrectly translated texts lies in that
they may constitute a source of input for MSA acquisition,
leading to further deterioration and attrition. The situation be-
comes even worse when translation is done by non-native
speakers of Arabic as shown earlier in example [3] of poor
translation. Allowing low-proﬁciency non-native speakers to
translate into MSA reﬂects our indifference to the language
and its subordination to anything else in life. The locally de-
signed commercial bilingual language teaching materials also
constitute a grave hazard to the learners’ linguistic health in
both English and MSA. Many of these materials (books,
notes, posters, etc.) are replete with all kinds of errors in the
two languages. No wonder why their writers remain anony-
mous. Like translation, some of these bilingual books and
posters are prepared by non-native speakers of Arabic.
As stated earlier, some Arabic specialists believe that the
media play a pivotal role in the decline of the standard of
MSA due to (1) the widespread use of non-standard Arabic,
and (2) the errors committed by MSA users (e.g. news readers
and reporters). The examples presented earlier in the ‘borrow-
ing’ section add one more reason: the unnecessary use of Eng-
lish words in the names of television channels and programs, a
phenomenon which poses an ominous threat to MSA. This
unjustiﬁable borrowing is most probably motivated by global-
ization and infatuation with the English language and culture.
This is evident from the fact that it is not only the names that
are borrowed but also the idea and content of many programs.
This is happening at a time when the Arab audio–visual media
users are already inundated with English ﬁlms, serials, songs
and other materials. Like borrowing, code mixing is palatable
if there is a real need for it and when it is done in the appro-
priate context. Although code mixing appears to be a natural
linguistic phenomenon, it might have some far-reaching lin-
guistic and social consequences. As in NSA, code mixing in
MSA can alienate the listeners or readers who do not know
English. Alienation of the audience, in turn, alienates the
speaker or the writer. This is the case when MSA users punc-
tuate their utterances with English words and phrases either to
express their identiﬁcation with the English speakers and their
culture or as an indication of modernity and internationality.
Those who opt for internationality are the MSA users who be-
lieve that English is a global language and no longer the
monopoly of the Western countries.5. Conclusion
Most of the research work done in the area of cross-linguistic
inﬂuence in the Arab world so far has been focused on interlin-
gual transfer from the ﬁrst language to the foreign language.
This focus on the negative inﬂuence of Arabic on English is
motivated by pedagogical concerns. When the aim is teaching
and learning English as a foreign language, it is legitimate to
see whether Arabic helps or hinders the process. Even when
we discuss code-switching from a sociolinguistic or psycholin-
guistic perspective, we still maintain this one-way inﬂuence:
insertion of Arabic words and expressions in English. Hence,
the purpose of this article was to shed light on what is known
as ‘‘reverse transfer’’ i.e. the inﬂuence of English on Arabic.
Adopting a purely linguistic perspective, our intention was tolist some of the manifestations of this reverse cross-linguistic
inﬂuence such as code-mixing, translation, transliteration, sub-
stitution, re-ordering, overproduction, omission, poor transla-
tion, calquing, borrowing, and code mixing. In the last section,
we enumerated some of the detrimental effects of reverse cross-
linguistic transfer from English to MSA: linguistic invasion,
‘foreignness’, alienation of the audience and the speaker/wri-
ter, incomprehensibility, misunderstanding, and exposing
Arab readers to poor and incorrect MSA. We hope that this
study triggers a series of further studies investigating not only
the negative effects of cross-linguistic inﬂuence on MSA but
also the other factors leading to the problem of the deteriora-
tion of the standard of MSA in the Arab world. We also hope
that future studies will propose some practical and realistic
solutions to the problem.
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